To Study the Mechanical Properties and Effect of Carbonation on Marble Dust Concrete
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Abstract: Worldwide development in overall Scenario will be carbon lessening and vitality sparing. This increasing trend in concrete production and automatically the increasing demand of its ingredients poses a significant impact on the environment, it also threatens the natural resources due to its over utilization and less replenishment. The cement manufacturing involves the emission of carbon dioxide and it seriously affects the environment and is a cause of global warming. Durability is one of the major concerns for concrete structures subjected to harsh environments. Nature’s impact on environment highly influences the durability of reinforced concrete Structures. Carbonation is one of the major factors responsible for structure deterioration. The corrosion of steel in concrete is a major deterioration problem, mainly due to carbonation and the presence of chloride ions at the reinforcement level. Carbonation occurs in concrete because the calcium bearing phases present are attacked by carbon dioxide of the air and converted to calcium carbonate. Cement paste contains 25-50% of calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)\(_2\)), which means that the pH of the fresh cement paste is at least 12.5. The pH of a fully carbonated paste is about 7. Carbonation of concrete is associated with the corrosion of steel reinforcement and with shrinkage. However, it also increases both the compressive and tensile strength of concrete, so not all of its effects on concrete are bad. The higher the grade of concrete, the slower will be the rate of carbonation. In case of less permeable concrete the rate of carbonation is slower and vice versa. Definitely the concrete which are protected are less prone to carbonation. In this study the cement is partially replaced by marble dust with percentage ratio of 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% and the concrete will be prepared for varying water cement ratio of 0.35 and 0.45. This Study has shown that some variation in carbonation depth at varying w/c ratio of 0.35 and 0.45 and to evaluate the optimum mix in terms of strength, durability and production cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Concrete is one of the most utilized construction materials in the world for infrastructure development. Cement, fine aggregates, coarse aggregates, admixture and water are the major ingredients in concrete. The annual consumption of cement in the construction industry in India is approximately more than 366 Mt (Ibef, 2016). This increasing trend in concrete production and automatically the increasing demand of its ingredients poses a significant impact on the environment. It also threatens the natural resources due to its over utilization and less replenishment. The cement manufacturing involves the emission of carbon dioxide and it seriously affects the environment and is a cause of global warming. But now a days durability of concrete and Reinforced Concrete Structures is of major concern as these are designed for service life of more than 100 years. Durability is one of the major concerns for concrete structures subjected to harsh environments. Nature’s impact on environment highly influences the durability of reinforced concrete Structures.

Carbonation is one of the major factors responsible for structure deterioration. The corrosion of steel in concrete is a major deterioration problem, mainly due to carbonation and the presence of chloride ions at the reinforcement level.

Marble Dust

India is the third largest producer of marble in the world. Marble is cut into the required dimensions during mining and about 5–6 Mt of MD is generated each year through over marble cutting, polishing, processing and grinding. In these operations, an average 20% of the total extracted marble ends up as MD (Gupta, 1998; Mohamed, 2013; Pappu et al., 2007) and is one of the major environmental problems around the world. An approach for the sustainable use of Marble Dust in the construction industry was undertaken in this study, so that environmental threats could be reduced in a scientific manner. If marble dust is used as a construction material it will not only contributes in pollution free environment but also saves energy and effective in making economical concrete. By utilizing marble powder as construction material one can have following advantages:
- It can be used as an additive in industrial brick production.
- The unit weight of concrete is increased when marble dust is used as a substitute for fine aggregates.
- The use of marble dust offers cost reduction, energy savings and reduces environmental hazards.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Linhua Jiang et al. (2000) The carbonation process and the factors affecting concrete carbonation are presented. A mathematical model based on carbonation process for predicting the carbonation depth of high-volume fly ash (HVFA) concrete was developed. An accelerated carbonation test was conducted on ordinary Portland cement (OPC) concrete and HVFA concrete. The depths of carbonation predicted from the model are compared with the test results. It is shown that the effective water/binder ratio and the cement content are the key factors affecting HVFA concrete carbonation. The increase of curing period can improve the carbonation behavior of HVFA concrete. The carbonation behavior of HVFA concrete with appropriate mix proportion can meet the requirements of structural concrete. The agreement between test results and the prediction from the model is good. The model can be used to predict the evolution of carbonation depth with time.

P. Sulapha, S.F Wong (2003) This study deals with the carbonation of concrete incorporating ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS), fly ash (FA), and silica fume (SF). It is observed that a decreased water/binder ratio and replacement level of GGBS, FA, or SF, or an increase in GGBS fineness and curing age in water, led to better carbonation resistance. However, compared to a plain concrete, the concrete incorporating mineral admixtures (except GGBS with higher fineness and SF) generally showed lower resistance to carbonation, possibly due to the dominating effect of the reduction in calcium hydroxide over pore refinement. Hence, adequate curing is recommended for enhancing the resistance of concrete containing GGBS, FA, and SF to carbonation. It is also found that both the carbonation coefficient and compressive strength served as good indicators for the carbonation rate of concrete with and without mineral admixtures.

Vagelis G Papadakis (2009) In this work the durability of Portland cement systems incorporating supplementary cementing materials (SCM; silica fume, low- and high-calcium fly ash) is investigated. Experimental tests simulating the main deterioration mechanisms in reinforced concrete (carbonation and chloride penetration) were carried out. It was found that for all SCM tested, the carbonation depth decreases as aggregate replacement by SCM increases, and increases as cement replacement by SCM increases. The specimens incorporating an SCM, whether it substitutes aggregate or cement, when exposed to chlorides exhibit significantly lower total chloride content for all depths from the surface, apart from a thin layer near the external surface. New parameter values were estimated and existing mathematical models were modified to describe the carbonation propagation and the chloride penetration in concrete incorporating SCM.

Kazim Turk, et al. (2012) In this paper, ASTM C 618 Class F Fly Ash (FA) at 25%, 30%, 35% and 40% and Silica Fume (SF) at 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% replacement of Portland Cement (PC) CEM I 42.5 in SCC was used to evaluate the effect of types and quantity of powder additions on compressive strength and permeations properties of SCC. To this end, eight types of SCC were designed, in comparison with Vibrated Traditional Concrete (VTC). The results indicated that SCC specimens with SF15 had the highest compressive strength with 73.87 MPa for 130 days. The sorptivity values of SCC specimens with FA and SF were lower than those of VTC specimens regardless of type and quantity of powder additions. On the other hand, the carbonation resistance of VTC was higher than that of SCC specimens containing both SF and FA for all accelerated carbonation periods. Consequently, it can be said that type and quantity of powder additions had an important effect on the correlation among the compressive strength and permeation properties of SCC.

N Venkant Rao et al (2017). In this review paper the author has reviewed the carbonation studies which is one of the major durability property of concrete. This paper focused on the importance, the process and chemistry related to carbonation and how various parameters like w/c ratio, curing, admixtures, grade of concrete, permeability effect carbonation in concrete. The impact of supplementary cementitious materials is also reviewed along with the influence of depth of carbonation. It was concluded that w/c ratio has significant effect on carbonation. Addition of supplementary cementitious materials reduces the porosity and hence reduces carbonation depth.
Fig. 1 Compressive strength at 28 days with varying Percentage of Marble dust at different w/c ratio

Fig. 2 Split tensile strength at 28 days with varying Percentage of Marble dust at different w/c ratio
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Conclusions

- The compressive strength of concrete increases with increasing percentage of marble dust up to 10% thereafter it decreases. The increase in strength may be due to fineness of marble dust and its filler effect.
- It was also concluded that with the increase of w/c ratio the compressive strength of concrete decreases. This may be due to less cement available for binding of ingredients and making it homogeneous mass.
- The concrete mix CM10 i.e. concrete produced by replacement of cement by 10% marble dust can be considered as optimum mix in terms of strength as it has the maximum value of compressive strength.
- The results of split tensile show the similar results as that of compressive strength.
- The maximum split tensile strength was observed at concrete mix CM10. The percentage increase in split tensile strength for CM10 mix was found to be increased by 12.28% and 13% at w/c=0.35 &0.45 respectively.
- The concrete mix CM10 can be considered as optimum mix in terms of strength properties as well as from economic perspective also.
- Carbonation test results revealed that depth of carbonation increases with increasing ratio of water cement. This may be due to increased porosity of concrete by increasing water cement ratio.
- It can also be concluded that with increasing percentage of marble dust up to 10% decreases the carbonation depth. This may be due to maximum packing density is achieved at 10% marble dust.
- The minimum Carbonation depth for both water cement ration was attained at CM10. Hence concrete with marble dust replacement at 10% can be effectively used for reinforced concrete structures.
- The cost of concrete construction will be reduced as marble dust is cheaply or free of cost is available in market.

Future scope

- Mechanical properties of concrete can be checked for other types cements like PPC, SCC.
- Both mechanical and durability properties of concrete can be computed for higher grades of concrete.
- Carbonation studies can be advanced by using other supplementary cementitious materials.
- Carbonation rate can be analyzed for higher duration periods.
- For different water cement ratio and water binder ratio, the carbonation test should be performed.
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